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Greener living with bamboo.

www.gs-schmitt.com

aMbooo

*EQUESTRIAN*
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Stable planks made of bamboo – the better stabling alternative

aMbooo Equestrian is the first developer of the world’s bamboo material application
in the field of horse stalls, riding arenas and horse walkers. aMbooo Equestrian has
been offering technically and optically high-quality solutions for over 20 years.

Bamboo Technology & Innovation
Germany since 1994

Due to their properties and sustainability, the aMbooo stable planks and boards represent a very interesting alternative
to the commonly used tropical wood.
aMbooo Equestrian planks are manufactured in a own by GS Götz Schmitt GmbH developed HCS (High Compression
Strand) process which makes them extremely resistant to impacts and shocks. The dimensional stability is also much
higher than that of a tropical wood.
Furthermore, due to the extreme surface hardness, it proves to be extremely insensitive and easy to care for.
aMbooo Equestrian is available in different designs and colors. The standard screed has a thickness of 32 mm a tongue
and groove system. It is also available as a plate which is often used in horse walkers.

Special features of aMbooo Equestrian planks and boards & what makes aMbooo special with
regard to market followers:
- very high strength values = 95 N/mm2 after Brinell
- nearly bite-resistant surfaces
- individual colors and surfaces, aged surfaces, manufacturing surfaces
- Hoof punsh resistant materials and cladding for walls and ceilings
- Planks and boards for boxes, riding boards, tack room, gates, horse walkers and outside boxes
- Suitable materials also for the facade, ceiling (soffit) and decking
- anti funghi surface application
- Planks and boards for boxes, riding boards, tack room, gates, horse walkers and outside boxes
- Suitable materials also for the facade, ceiling (soffit) and decking

A few references:

- since 2001 aMbooo planks and boards for
equestrial applications
- more than 150.000 boxes with aMbooo equestrian
planks and boards supplied
- Olympia Bejing, China
- Asian Games Qatar, Qatar
- Honk Kong Jockey Club, Honk Kong
- Royal Riding School Portugal, Portugal
- private staples Wellington, USA

Screed with
tongue and groove

laterally smooth,
with bevel

Screed with vents

Available colors and designs:

Dimensions: Standard thickness 20 mm, 28 mm,
32 mm and 38 mm, different lengths possible
Special sizes on request

Canyon
Brown

Espresso

Midnight
Black

White Oak
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